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Actual Letter Possible Transcription Error

A,  a N,  O,  o,  u
B,  b K,  P,  R,  h,  lr,  ls,  t
C,  c E,  O,  e,  i,  o

cl,  ct d
D,  d O,  cl,  ct,  el,  et
E,  e C,  c,  i,  l

ee n,  u
el,  et d

F,  f, L,  T,  l,  ss
Fl H

G,  g T,  Y,  Z,  j,  q,  y,  z
H,  h Fl,  Th,  Tl,  b,  k,  ln,  lr,  ls
I,  i J,  Y,  c,  e,  l,  r

in m
J,  j I,  Y,  g,  p.  q.  y,  z
K,  k B,  R,  h,  le,  lr,  ls
L,  l F,  S,  T,  Z,  e,  f,  i,  t

lc k
ln h
lr, ls b,  h,  k

M,  m W,  in,  ne,  rn
N,  n A,  V,  ee,  u

ne m
O,  o A.  C.  D.  a,  c
P,  p B,  R,  T,  j,  ss
Q,  q Z,  g,  j,  y,  z
R, r B,  K,  P,  i,  s,  v

r n m
rv w

S,  s L,  A,  r
ss f, p

T,  t F,  G,  L,  p,  b,  l
Th, Tl H

U,  u V,  a,  cc, n,  v
V,  v N, U, r, u
W,  w M,  m,  rv
Y,  y G,  I,  J,  g,  j,  q,  z
Z,  z G,  L,  Q,  S,  g,  j,  q,  y

Reprinted from an entry in the Amarillo Genealogical Society
publication.

WHEN  TRANSLATING  HANDWRITTEN  DOCUMENTS  here are some clues



Word Meanings of Court Documents
Official documents of all sorts are filled with words whose meanings may not be familiar to
some folks. Genealogists, too, keep running into such words and have to know their meaning. Failure
to do such can throw research off the track. For that reason, from time to time in these pages, list of
“legal” and “official” words have appeared. Some of those lists have even concerned “foreign” words
genealogists may come across, while other listings concern our own country. So, again, we share a
lot of terms used over the last several centuries here in our own country’s courthouse and in other
places, mostly British. (As written by John W Heisey)

 1. ABSTRACT: a summary of important parts of a legal or other document.
 2. AFFINITY: the relationship of individuals to other people by marriage only, not by blood
 3. ANCILLARY: the describing of some legal action, like a will being probated when land is owned
          by the  deceased in several different counties and states and must be disposed of in those other places.
 4. ASSET: any kind of property (real or personal) possessed by an individual living or dead.
 5. BENEFICIARY: any individual who inherits or gets something form another person, usually because of
          the settlement of a deceased individual’s estate
 6. CENOTAPH: a monument to a deceased person, but not at the place where that person is buried
 7. CHATTEL: any property, other than real estate, which an individual possesses. Real chattels are tangible
          property, while personal chattels are intangible property
 8. COLLATERAL LINES: (or branches): all persons who are related to you by blood, but not directly.
 9. CONSANGUINITY: refers to any person who is descended from the same ancestor as you.
10. DESCENDENT: any individual who is deceased, usually meaning a person who has recently died.
11. EPITAPH: the working on a monument about the deceased, usually praising that individual
12. ESTATE: everything owned or possessed by an individual who is either alive or deceased. To
          day, however, we usually think of an estate as belonging to someone who is deceased
13. EXECUTOR (male) EXECUTRIX (female): the individual who is designated in a will to carry
          out the actions directed by the writer of the will in settling up an estate
14. EXTRACT: information taken verbatim from any document, usually not the complete contents
          of that document
15. HOLOGRAPIDC WllL: a will which was personally written, dated and signed in his or her own
           handwriting by any individual
16. INCHOATE RIGHTS: in real estate, any interest or portion an individual is to inherit, but
          usually is not effective until the death of the spouse
17. .INSTANT: in early days it meant the current month
18. INTANGIBE PROPERTY: stocks, bonds, monies due, or other such items owned by an individual
19. INTESTATE: term used to describe a deceased person who did not have a will
20. LIEN: a legal claim against a person’s property or assets in order to pay for services done by that
          individual to someone else
21. LITIGATION: the act of taking disputes to be settled in a court
22. NUNCUPATIVE WlLL: a will dictated orally by a dying person but written down and witnessed after the
          individual’s death.
23. OUTCRY: a term used in earlier days to mean the public sale property at an auction as directed
          by either the court or the owners of the property





1940  Saline County Marriage Licenses  (continued)











Do you know the names of these women?
Picture was taken by A. S. Moore, Photographer

Salina, Kansas


